In this paper, the sum rate of a multicode code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system with asymmetric-power users is maximized, given a processing gain and the power profile of users. Unlike the sum-rate maximization for a single-code CDMA system, the optimization requires the joint optimal distribution of each user's power to its multiple data streams as well as the optimal design of signature sequences. The crucial step is to establish an equivalence of the multicode CDMA system to restricted frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA) and time-division multiple-access (TDMA) systems. The CDMA system has upper limits on the numbers of multicodes of users, whereas the FDMA system has upper limits on the bandwidths, and the TDMA system has upper limits on the duty cycles of users. The equivalence facilitates the complete characterization of the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system and also provides new insights into single-and multicode CDMA systems in terms of the parameters of the equivalent FDMA and TDMA systems.
A. Signature Sequences and Sum Rate of CDMA System
Because the primary performance limiting factor of a CDMA system is multiple-access interference (MAI), research has been conducted to mitigate the detrimental effect of the MAI by optimizing system parameters [5] , [6] . At the transmitter side, signature sequences have long been identified as important design parameters and have therefore been optimized under various criteria [7] - [14] . Particularly in [10] - [12] , the Shannon-theoretic sum rate is maximized by sequence optimization to find the fundamental performance limit of a CDMA system operating over a multiple-access channel (MAC) corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
In [10] , the signature sequences are optimized to maximize the sum rate of a symbol-synchronous CDMA system with symmetric-or equal-power users. For convenience, let the system be called underloaded, critically loaded, and overloaded, respectively, if the number of users is less than, equal to, and greater than the processing gain. Then, it is shown that orthogonal sequences are optimal for underloaded or critically loaded systems, whereas Welch bound equality (WBE) sequences [8] are optimal for overloaded systems. It is also shown that the maximum sum rate is less than the sum capacity of the MAC for underloaded systems, but these quantities are equal for critically loaded or overloaded systems.
The sequence design problem considered in [10] is generalized in [11] to accommodate asymmetric-or unequal-power users. Again for underloaded or critically loaded systems, orthogonal sequences that completely remove the MAI are optimal. For overloaded systems, it is shown that orthogonal sequences are optimal for oversized users and that generalized WBE (GWBE) sequences [13] are optimal for nonoversized users, where oversized users are defined as the relatively strongpower users that satisfy a certain condition in terms of only the processing gain and the power profile of users. It is also shown that the maximum sum rate becomes equal to the sum capacity of the MAC if and only if the system is overloaded without any oversized user or critically loaded with only symmetric-power users. Thus, with asymmetric-power CDMA users, a strict loss in sum rate relative to unrestricted multiple-access that achieves the sum capacity of the MAC is experienced not only by underloaded systems but also by critically loaded and even by some overloaded systems.
The results in [10] and [11] are further extended in [12] to a symbol-asynchronous but chip-synchronous system. Once again, orthogonal sequences are optimal for underloaded or critically loaded systems. For overloaded systems, it is shown that orthogonal sequences having only one nonzero element are optimal for oversized users and generalized asynchronous WBE (GAWBE) sequences are optimal for nonoversized users, where the users are classified in the same way as the users in the symbol-synchronous system are. It is also shown that the asynchronous CDMA system has the same maximum sum rate and the same necessary and sufficient condition to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC as the synchronous system does.
The suboptimality of these CDMA systems in achieving the sum capacity of the MAC is due to the restriction that allows the transmission of only a single data stream of scalar symbols per user; consequently, a multidimensional signaling system such as multicarrier CDMA can significantly expand the capacity region [15] . However, sequence optimizations for CDMA with multidimensional signaling have been limited so far to sumpower minimization [14] and to characterization of either the power region or the capacity region given a constraint on the total power of users [15] . The asymptotic sum rate has been derived for CDMA with multidimensional signaling [16] , but only isometric or random signature sequences are employed without any sequence optimization.
B. Preview
In this paper, we consider a multicode CDMA system as a representative CDMA system with multidimensional signaling, and maximize its sum rate for asymmetric-power users. Compared to single-code CDMA, multicode CDMA has the advantage that it can better exploit the system resources by naturally enabling each user to transmit parallel data streams with different rate requirements [14] , [15] . The crucial step is to establish an equivalence of the multicode CDMA system to restricted FDMA and TDMA systems. We classify the multicode users into oversized, critically sized, and undersized users. The equivalence then provides a physical meaning to this classification rule by using the power spectral densities (PSDs) of users in the equivalent FDMA and TDMA systems. Unlike the definition of an oversized user in [11] and [12] for the single-code CDMA system, this classification rule for the multicode system is applicable to any combination of the processing gain and the power profile of users.
Unlike sum-rate maximization in [10] - [12] for the singlecode CDMA system, sum-rate maximization for the multicode system requires the optimal distribution of each user's power to multiple data streams as well as the optimal design of the signature sequences. We introduce the notions of FDMA-equivalent bandwidth and TDMA-equivalent duty cycle, and use them to find the optimal power distribution and to obtain insight into how to allocate the signal dimension or the system bandwidth to the users.
We derive the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system and show that it is the same as that of the equivalent FDMA and TDMA systems. We also derive the necessary and sufficient condition for the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA system to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC. The equivalence says that this condition is nothing but the condition for the equivalent FDMA and TDMA systems to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC by having a flat PSD for each user and equal PSDs for all users. Unlike the single-code CDMA system, the multicode system can achieve the sum capacity of the MAC even for underloaded systems if and only if no multicode user is oversized.
We show that, similar to the single-code CDMA system, all optimal signature sequences of oversized multicode users are orthogonal sequences. We also show that even some signature sequences of nonoversized users can be orthogonal sequences, although in general they are GWBE sequences.
With the system complexity taken into account, we derive both the maximum number of orthogonal sequences and the minimum number of signature sequences that still retain the maximum sum rate given the upper limits on the numbers of multicodes. We examine whether these apparently contradictory objectives of maximizing the number of orthogonal sequences and minimizing the number of signature sequences can be achieved at the same time. We also find the minimal upper limit profile of the numbers of multicodes required to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC. The finiteness of this minimal upper limit profile shows that the CDMA as a multiple-access scheme is not inherently suboptimal but just becomes suboptimal when excessive restriction is imposed on the numbers of multicodes. We also compare the spectral efficiencies of the sum-rate optimal CDMA systems and CDMA systems having random sequences [16] - [18] , both in no-fading and Rayleigh flat-fading channels.
In this way, the equivalence facilitates the complete characterization of the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system and also provides new insights into single-and multicode CDMA systems in terms of the parameters of the equivalent FDMA and TDMA systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the signal and system models, and formulate the optimization problems for the multicode CDMA system. In Section III, we consider the optimal bandwidth allocation problem for the restricted FDMA system and the optimal duty cycle allocation problem for the restricted TDMA system, and characterize the maximum sum rates of these systems. In Section IV, we derive the optimal solutions to the optimization problems formulated in Section II. In Section V, we provide numerical results and discussions, and in Section VI we give concluding remarks.
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Suppose that there are active users transmitting to a single receiver over a MAC. Similar to [11] , it is assumed that the users are symbol synchronous, possibly have an asymmetric-power profile, and employ CDMA as a multiple-access scheme. The major difference from [10] - [12] is that the users in this paper are multicode users that may transmit more than one data streams by using multiple signature sequences or codes.
We model the received signal of this multicode CDMA system by using an -by-1 real-valued random vector (1) where is called the processing gain, is the signal component from the th multicode user, and is the ambient AWGN component. The signal component is given by
where is the number of active data streams of the th multicode user, and and are the data symbol and the associated signature sequence of the th data stream of the th user, respectively. The AWGN component (3) is assumed to have mean zero and variance per dimension, where is the -by-1 all-zero vector and is the -by-identity matrix. With the signal model in (1), we solve the following problems in this paper. For convenience in comparing the results with those in [10] - [12] for the single-code CDMA system, the components of the received signal and the signature sequences are modeled to be real, though the extension to a complex-valued baseband model is straightforward for real-valued passband signaling. For consistency to [15] , the single-or the multicode CDMA system is called overloaded if the number of active users is greater than the processing gain. In this paper, we further classify the nonoverloaded systems to have the following definition.
Definition 1: A multicode CDMA system with number of users and processing gain is called
The first problem is to maximize the sum rate of the system, given the average signal power and the upper limit on the number of active data streams or, equivalently, active signature sequences of the th multicode user, i.e.,
and
(5b) for , where is the set of all natural numbers. As the definition of the sum rate, we adopt the total information rates of users per chip at which the users can transmit reliably. This system with upper limits on will be called a restricted multicode CDMA system or, just simply, a multicode CDMA system. Then, the system with no upper limit on some and that with no upper limit on all , respectively, may be called a partially restricted and an unrestricted multicode CDMA system. We are mostly interested in the restricted and the unrestricted systems, but the extension of the results in this paper to the partially restricted systems is straightforward. These upper limits may be imposed to prevent a small group of multicode users from occupying most of the signal dimension or the system bandwidth. This will become clear once the notions of the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth and the TDMA-equivalent duty cycle are introduced and the necessary and sufficient condition for the multicode CDMA system to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC is derived in Section IV. Unlike the sum-rate maximization in [10] - [12] for the single-code CDMA system, that for the multicode system requires to find the optimal power distribution as well as the optimal sequence design, which will be shown shortly.
The second problem is to find the multicode CDMA systems that maximize the number of orthogonal signature sequences for each multicode user, among the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA systems found in solving the first problem. To maximize the sum rate of a multiple-access scheme with nonorthogonal user signals, joint encoding and decoding are required that perform, e.g., time sharing or rate splitting combined with superposition encoding and successive interference cancelation decoding [19] , [20] . Since orthogonal channelization among users significantly simplifies the encoding and the decoding procedures, this maximization of the number of orthogonal sequences may contribute a lot to reducing the overall system complexity. Recall that, in the sum-rate maximization for the single-code CDMA system [11] , a group of users called oversized users are allocated orthogonal signature sequences and nonoversized users are allocated GWBE sequence. In this paper, we show that all optimal signature sequences of the oversized or the critically sized multicode users are orthogonal sequences, and that some optimal signature sequences of the undersized multicode users can also be orthogonal sequences.
The third problem is to find the multicode CDMA systems that minimize the number of active signature sequences for each multicode user, among the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA systems found in solving the first problem. Since the constraint on the number of active signature sequences may be imposed not only to prevent a small group of multicode users from occupying most of the signal dimension or the system bandwidth but also to limit the complexity of the transmitters and the receiver, this minimization may contribute to further reducing the overall system complexity. Interestingly, it turns out that the objectives of the second and the third problems can be achieved simultaneously.
As mentioned in Section I, the major differences from [15] , where the CDMA with multidimensional signaling is also considered, are that all the above problems are related to the maximum sum rate and that the upper limits on the numbers of multicodes of users are given as the constraints. We also briefly discuss in Section IV-C what is the minimal upper limit profile on the numbers of multicodes to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC.
The decision parameters of these optimization problems are the active signature sequences and their numbers, and the powers distributed to the multiple data streams of each user. For notational simplicity in formulating the problems, we define the signature-sequence matrix , the data-symbol vector , and the data-correlation matrix of the th multicode user as
respectively, where the superscript denotes the transposition. Then, since , the power constraint (5a) can be rewritten as (7) where denotes the trace. Now, whenever is needed, the power of the data symbol can simply be set to zero for , without loss of generality.
It is well known [21] that a zero-mean Gaussian input distribution maximizes the mutual information between the input and the output of a Gaussian MAC. Since , this requires zero-mean Gaussianity of the data symbols. The data symbols from different multicode users are assumed statistically independent in this MAC. Hence, we can obtain the maximum sum rate of this symbol-synchronous multicode CDMA system by solving Problem 1:
where the first decision parameter
is a -by-data-correlation matrix and the second parameter (9b)
is an -by-signature-sequence matrix. Throughout this paper, logarithmic functions have base 2, unless otherwise specified. Thus, the unit of the sum rate here is [bits/chip] or, equivalently, [bits/dimension].
Note in (8a) that, unlike the single-code CDMA system in [10] - [12] , the multicode system requires the joint optimization of the data-correlation matrix and the signature-sequence matrix in order to maximize the sum rate. Note also that, for each , the -by-matrix is positive semidefinite but not necessarily diagonal at this point because the data symbols of the th multicode user may be correlated. Lemma 1: Without loss of generality, we can restrict the decision parameters of Problem 1, respectively, to a diagonal matrix with nonnegative entries and to a rectangular matrix with column vectors of norm .
Proof: See Appendix A. In this paper, we completely characterize the maximum sum rate achievable by the multicode CDMA system, but only derive the optimal solutions in the form described in Lemma 1 without loss of generality. Thus, the problem of designing for each becomes that of distributing to the multiple data streams of the th user. Just remember that, once such an optimal pair of and is obtained for all , any orthogonal matrix preserves the optimality of and as the optimal data-correlation and signature-sequence matrices of the th multicode user, respectively, because . 1 Thus, our solutions accommodate in effect a multicode user that transmits a correlated vector symbol as well as that transmits an uncorrelated scalar symbol.
Once the data-correlation matrix defined as (6c) is chosen to be diagonal, it can be rewritten as (10) in terms of the power of the th data stream of the th multicode user for . So, Problem 1 can be converted to an equivalent problem.
Problem 2:
where the power matrix is diagonal with being the th diagonal entry, and the signature-sequence matrix has of norm as the th column vector. Here and henceforth, we adopt the convention that the sum is zero if the lower limit of the sum is greater than its upper limit.
As mentioned just after Lemma 1, we consider only a diagonal matrix as a feasible power matrix . So, the zero-mean Gaussian data symbols of the th multicode user become always statistically independent. Thus, the data streams of a multicode user are not distinguishable from independent data streams of single-code users. This observation leads to the following definition.
Definition 2: Given a feasible power matrix , the th multicode user is effectively the collection of single-code users with power for each . These users are called the virtual single-code users of the multicode CDMA system.
The notion of virtual users for CDMA with multidimensional signaling is originally introduced in [15] . This view of a multicode user as virtual single-code users motivates us to rewrite Problem 2 in the form of a double maximization given by Problem 3:
Now, the inner optimization problem over given is nothing but the sequence optimization problem considered in [11] for the single-code CDMA system, whose solution can be identified and constructed by using the results therein. For such that the virtual single-code CDMA system is not overloaded, i.e., the processing gain is no less than the number of active virtual single-code users, orthogonal sequences are optimal and the inner optimization leads to the sum rate [11] . For such that the virtual single-code CDMA system is overloaded, however, a glimpse at the optimal solution in [11] reveals that the maximum sum rate expressed in terms of turns out not to be mathematically tractable at all for the outer optimization over the diagonal entries of . This is because the maximum sum rate involves, in effect, the determination of the largest virtual single-code user index of so-called oversized users after numbering the virtual single-code users in a nonincreasing order of the signal power, which is a highly nonlinear operation of . Thus, this double-maximization approach cannot be taken as is.
Instead, we make a detour to the sum-rate maximization for FDMA and TDMA systems in the next section. It will be shown later in Section IV that this detour is well worth making not only to solve Problem 3 by nontrivially extending the results in [10] - [12] but also to obtain insights into the sum-rate optimal single-and multicode CDMA systems. Both the maximum number of orthogonal sequences and the minimum number of signature sequences will also be found in Section IV for the multicode CDMA system to still satisfy the constraint on for all and, at the same time, retain the maximum sum rate.
III. MAXIMUM SUM RATES OF RESTRICTED FDMA AND TDMA SYSTEMS
In this section, we characterize the maximum sum rate achievable by a restricted FDMA system, where upper limits are imposed on the bandwidths of users, and that achievable by a restricted TDMA system, where upper limits are imposed on the duty cycles of users, both given a power profile of users and total available system bandwidth. It turns out that these two systems are equivalent in the sense that the sum-rate maximization problem for the FDMA system can be converted to that for the TDMA system, and vice versa, by the proper substitutions of system parameters. It will be shown in the next section that these impositions of the upper limits are analogous to limiting the numbers of multicodes of users for the multicode CDMA system considered in the previous section.
A. Problem Formulation for FDMA System
Suppose that there is a -user FDMA system with total available system bandwidth [Hz] in real passband, twosided PSD of the AWGN that corrupts the channel, and average power and upper limit on the bandwidth of the th user for . In what follows (13) respectively, denote the power profile of users and the bandwidth-constraint profile of users that consists of the bandwidth upper limits of users. Then, the maximum sum rate (14) of this restricted FDMA system can be found by solving Problem 4:
where the decision parameter consists of the bandwidth to be allocated to the th user for . The objective function is the sum of the AWGN channel capacities of the users, so that the unit of the sum rate is [bits/second].
It is straightforward to verify that the constraint set is convex. Throughout this paper, we follow the convention (16) which makes the left side of (16) continuous at any and . This also makes sense physically because if no bandwidth is allocated to a user then the user cannot transmit any signal and, hence, cannot increase the sum rate. By this convention, the objective function in (15a) becomes a strictly concave function of well defined on the convex constraint set. Thus, Problem 4 is a standard convex optimization problem [22] , which allows us to use general-purpose convex programming routines to find its solution at least numerically. Instead, we provide in this section its unique optimal solution in a closed algorithmic expression, which will be used in the next section in characterizing the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system.
It is well known [21, Ch. 15 ] that, if an unrestricted FDMA system is considered instead, i.e., if the constraint (15b) of Problem 4 is replaced by , the unique optimal solution allocates (17) to the th user as its bandwidth. Throughout this paper, we use the following term for this solution, which uses up all available system bandwidth and allocates the th user the optimal bandwidth that is proportional to its signal power .
Definition 3: The optimal solution to the unrestricted FDMA problem is called the proportional-share bandwidth allocation scheme.
It will be shown that this proportional-share bandwidth allocation scheme plays a crucial role in constructing the optimal solution also to Problem 4 having the bandwidth upper limits of users.
Note that the FDMA system under the proportional-share bandwidth allocation has the sum rate equal to the sum capacity (18) of the MAC and becomes one of the optimal multiple-access schemes. Note also that, under the proportional-share bandwidth allocation, the optimal PSD of the th user becomes flat and given by (19) which is not a function of . Thus, it immediately follows that the sum capacity of the MAC is achieved by the FDMA system if and only if the PSD of the overall received signal is flat, i.e., all the frequency components in the system frequency band are loaded uniformly. In Section IV, this will be used to explain why the presence of an oversized user incurs a strict loss in the sum rate of the CDMA system.
B. Problem Formulation for TDMA System
Suppose that there is a -user TDMA system with total available system bandwidth [Hz] in real passband, twosided PSD of the AWGN that corrupts the channel, and average power and upper limit on the duty cycle of the th user, for . In particular, we consider the TDMA system with power control [19, Sec. 4.6.2] , where the transmission power of the th user in its transmission period is because the average power is and the duty cycle is . If we define (20) as the upper-limit profile on the duty cycles of users, then the maximum sum rate (21) of this restricted TDMA system can be found by solving Problem 5:
where the decision parameter consists of the duty cycle to be allocated to the th user for , and their sum cannot exceed the unity. The objective function is the sum of the AWGN channel capacities of the users scaled by the unitless duty cycles, so that the unit of the sum rate is again [bits/second].
It is straightforward to see that Problem 5 can be converted to Problem 4 and vice versa, by substituting and with and , respectively, for all , which implies (23) Thus, in the rest of this section, we focus mostly on characterizing the maximum sum rate of the restricted FDMA system because the solution to Problem 5 can then be readily obtained from that to Problem 4 by the simple substitutions. Similar to the FDMA case in the previous section, if an unrestricted TDMA system is considered instead, i.e., if the constraint (22b) of Problem 5 is replaced by , the unique optimal solution allocates (24) to the th user as its duty cycle.
Definition 4: The optimal solution to the unrestricted TDMA problem is called the proportional-share duty-cycle allocation scheme.
By this equivalence, the proportional-share duty-cycle allocation scheme uses up all available transmission time and allocates the th user the optimal duty cycle that is proportional to its signal power . Thus, the maximum sum rate of the unrestricted TDMA system becomes exactly the same as (18) .
Note that, under this proportional-share duty-cycle allocation, the TDMA becomes one of the optimal multiple-access schemes that achieve the sum capacity of the MAC. Note also that the optimal PSD of the th user in its transmission period becomes flat and is the same as (19) . Thus, it immediately follows that the sum capacity of the MAC is achieved by the TDMA system if and only if the PSD of the overall received signal is flat over the entire transmission periods of users. 2 
C. Optimal Solution to Restricted FDMA System
In this section, we present the optimal solution to Problem 4 in a closed algorithmic expression with three steps. The derivation of the optimal solution to Problem 5 is then straightforward by the simple substitutions of and with and , respectively, for all . Consider the PSD of the th user's signal in the FDMA system, along with the following definition.
Definition 5: The quantity is called the minimal PSD of the th user.
The first step of the three-step algorithm to construct the optimal solution is to reorder the users in a nonincreasing order of their minimal PSDs . So, in what follows, we assume that the users are already numbered as (25) Note that, due to the bandwidth constraint (15b), the PSD of the th user is lower bounded by its minimal PSD. The second step begins with classifying the users as follows. The physical meaning of this classification rule will be provided in the next section.
Definition 6: The th user is tested by the rule (26) and classified as (27) Note that this user classification is not affected by the noise level , similar to the fact that the user classification for the overloaded single-code CDMA system in [11] is not affected by the noise variance but only by the processing gain and the power profile of users.
In [11] and [13] , the term oversized user is introduced for the single-code CDMA system, but no further classification is made for nonoversized users. It will be shown that the above definition of the oversized FDMA user naturally extends that in [11] and [13] to the multicode CDMA system. It will be also shown that the further classification in (27) of the nonoversized users into critically sized and undersized users turns out to be very useful in finding the maximum number of orthogonal signature sequences and the minimum number of signature sequences in the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA system.
Here follows a simple consequence of Definition 6.
Lemma 2:
There exists a unique integer such that every user with index is oversized, while every user with index is nonoversized, i.e.,
and (28b)
is the number of oversized users in the system. The final third step to construct the optimal solution is to allocate the system bandwidth to the users.
Proposition 1: Given a power profile , a bandwidth-constraint profile , and a total system bandwidth , the optimal solution to Problem 4 is given by for ,
for .
(29) Consequently, the maximum sum rate of the restricted FDMA system becomes (30)
The proof in the appendix just verifies that the presented three-step algorithm indeed generates an optimal solution, without showing how it is derived. A detailed derivation can be found in [23] , which expands that in [24] of the sum-rate optimal restricted FDMA system with an equal upper limit on .
D. Remarks on Optimal Solution
In this section, we make some remarks on the optimal solution (29) and the maximum sum rate (30). In particular, an iterative algorithm is presented, which alternatively constructs the optimal solution by repeatedly utilizing the proportionalshare bandwidth allocation scheme. The properties of the user PSDs of the optimal solution are also examined, which turn out to be useful in finding the necessary and sufficient condition to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC and later in obtaining insights into the optimal solutions to the multicode CDMA problem. We also extend the restricted FDMA problem to allow zero-power inactive users, which is needed in the next section. Again, the results in this section can also be applied to the restricted TDMA problem after the simple substitutions.
Remark 1: The optimal solution to Problem 4 can also be constructed by using the iterative algorithm presented in Table I .
Proof: The following is a case-by-case verification that the iterative algorithm in Table I indeed constructs the optimal solution in (29). There are three cases to consider. If , then by Definition 6. Since is equal to the due I  ITERATIVE ALGORITHM TO CONSTRUCT THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION TO  THE RESTRICTED FDMA PROBLEM   share 3 to the first user, the iterative algorithm allocates the due shares to all the users and removes them from the user list by the line 6 of Table I . Then, it terminates because the condition in the line 7 is satisfied. It can be verified that the resultant allocation becomes identical to the optimal allocation described by Proposition 1 for . If , then . Since is equal to the due share to the first user, the iterative algorithm allocates the bandwidth upper limit to the first user and removes it from the user list by the line 5 of Table I . Then, it goes back to the line 2 because the condition in the line 7 is not yet satisfied. Now, suppose that the above procedure is repeated times. Similarly, it can be shown that the iterative algorithm allocates the bandwidth upper limit to the renumbered first user, removes this first user from the user list, and goes back to the line 2. Suppose that the above procedure is repeated times. Since of the original th user is not greater than the user's bandwidth upper limit by assumption, the algorithm performs the proportional-share bandwidth allocation to all the users remaining in the user list, removes them from the user list, and terminates. It can be verified again that the resultant allocation becomes identical to the optimal allocation for . If , then . Similar iterations are conducted to the case with , but now until the th user is eventually allocated its bandwidth upper limit. Then, it terminates because there is no user left. Once again, it can be easily verified that the resultant allocation becomes identical to the optimal allocation for . Therefore, the conclusion follows.
By the above equivalence between the closed algorithmic solution presented in the previous section and the iterative algorithm in Table I , both of which lead to (29), we can freely choose whichever convenient in what follows.
The proof of Remark 1 shows that if the iterative algorithm terminates in iterations then . If it terminates in iterations and the only one user in the user list has the due share computed in the line 4 of the th iteration no greater than its bandwidth upper limit, then , otherwise . Thus, we can find the number of oversized users from the iterative algorithm that iterates times to construct the optimal bandwidths of the users.
As shown in the proof, for , the th user as the renumbered first user has the due share computed in the line 3 of the th iteration equal to , which is used in the classification rule (27) . Thus, by Definition 6, it turns out that the line 4 of Table I actually tests whether the renumbered first user is oversized or not, i.e., whether or not. If so, then by the line 5 the user is allocated its bandwidth upper limit that is less than its due share . This justifies why we name the oversized users as such by precisely explaining what the physical meaning of in (26) is for the oversized users. By the line 6 of Table I , nonoversized users are allocated the bandwidths that are equal to their due shares computed in the line 3 of the th iteration. Despite this commonality of the nonoversized users, we further classify them into the critically sized and the undersized users as done in Definition 6. To see why, we alter Lemma 2 and introduce the number of nonundersized users in the system. Lemma 3: There exists a unique integer such that all the users with index are nonundersized, while all the other users with index are undersized, i.e.,
and (31b)
Proof: Omitted. It can be proved in almost the same way as Lemma 2 is proved.
Remark 2: The th user is Proof: Lemmas 2 and 3 show that the unique boundary indexes and can be identified, respectively, by which the oversized and the nonoversized users are separated and by which the nonundersized and the undersized users are separated. Since , the conclusion follows immediately. Fig. 1 illustrates how the iterative algorithm works. Detailed parameters are provided in the following example.
Example 1: There are five FDMA users with total passband bandwidth , power profile , and upper-limit profile , which results in ,
, and the profile of the optimal bandwidths . Fig. 1(a) shows the tentative allocation in the line 3 of the first iteration, where the bandwidths are the due shares given by . Fig. 1(b) shows the optimal bandwidth of the first user and the tentative allocation to the other users after the first iteration, where the first user is allocated less bandwidth than the due share because of the bandwidth-constraint profile . Fig. 1(c) shows the optimal bandwidth of the first user and the tentative allocation computed in the line 3 of the second iteration. Fig. 1(d) shows the optimal bandwidths of the first two users and the tentative allocation to the other users after the second iteration. Fig. 1(e) shows the optimal bandwidths allocated after the third, which is final in this example, iteration.
The following remark justifies why we name the critically sized and the undersized users as such.
Remark 3: The optimal bandwidths of the nonoversized users satisfy the following properties.
a) The optimal bandwidth of a critically sized user, if such a user exists, equals the user's bandwidth upper limit. b) The optimal bandwidth of an undersized user, if such a user exists, is less than the user's bandwidth upper limit. Proof: To prove Remark 3(a), assume that at least one critically sized user exists. Then, by Definition 6 and Remark 2, the th user becomes a critically sized user that satisfies . Also, by Definition 6 and (29), we have . Thus, . For the situations with more than one critically sized users, since the optimal bandwidths of the nonoversized users follow the proportional-share allocation rule, it can be shown that Remark 3(a) is still true by applying a form of the algebraic method of componendo and dividendo 4 to Definition 6 and (29) for . To prove Remark 3(b), assume that at least one undersized user exists. Then, by Definition 6 and Remark 2, the th user becomes an undersized user that satisfies . Also, by Definition 6 and (29), we have . Thus, . For the situations with more than one undersized users, let be the common PSD of the nonoversized users. Then, by (25) , (29), and the result just derived, we have . Therefore, the conclusion follows.
Example 2: As shown in the above remark, we can see from Fig. 1 (e) that the critically sized user with index is allocated the bandwidth upper limit, and that the undersized-user with index or 5 is allocated a less bandwidth than the bandwidth upper limit.
Remark 3(a) says that not only an oversized user but also a critically sized user has the optimal bandwidth equal to its bandwidth upper limit. Unlike an oversized user, however, the upper limit is now equal to the critically sized user's due share computed in the line 3 of the th iteration after removing all the oversized users from the user list. This justifies why we name the critically sized users as such.
Remark 3(b) says that, though the nonoversized users are all allocated the due shares computed in the line 3 of the th iteration, an undersized user is different from a critically sized user in that its optimal bandwidth is less than the upper limit. This justifies why we name the undersized users as such.
The proof of Remark 3(b) shows that the test applied to the first nonoversized user performs nothing but the comparison of the upper limit with the nonoversized user's due share computed in the line 3 of the th iteration. Moreover, by Lemma 2, we do not need to check whether a user is nonoversized or not any more once the first nonoversized user is found. Thus, the physical meaning of in (26) is also explained for the nonoversized users and shown to be consistent with that for the oversized users.
The proof of Remark 3(b) also shows that the proportionalshare allocation scheme applied to the nonoversized users results in equal PSDs for these users. The following remark details the properties of the user PSDs of the optimal restricted FDMA system.
Remark 4: The user PSDs of the optimal solution have the following properties.
a) The optimal PSDs are equal among the nonoversized users, if they exist. b) The optimal PSDs are nonincreasing in the user index. c) The optimal PSD of an oversized user is always greater than those of nonoversized users, if they exist. Proof: Remark 4(a) can be immediately seen from Proposition 1. If , then the optimal solution (29) reduces to the proportional-share bandwidth allocation scheme. Since the PSD of the th user satisfies , the PSDs are equal, so that nonincreasing.
If , then the PSDs of the oversized users are given by . Thus, by the assumption (25), the PSDs of the oversized users are nonincreasing. Since the proportional-share bandwidth allocation is performed to the nonoversized users, the PSDs of the nonoversized users are all equal to that of the th user, i.e., . Moreover, the PSDs of the th and the th users satisfy
where (32a) comes from Definition 6 and the fact that the th user is oversized, and (32b) comes from the facts that an oversized user is allocated its bandwidth upper limit and that implies for all real constants and . Hence, the PSDs are nonincreasing. Also, (32a) proves Remark 4(c).
If , then the PSDs of the optimal solution are given by . Thus, by the assumption (25) , the PSDs are nonincreasing. Therefore, Remark 4(b) is true in all cases.
Example 3: As shown in the above remark, we can see from Fig. 1 (e) that the nonoversized users with indexes and 5 have the same PSDs, that the optimal PSDs of users are nonincreasing, and that the oversized user with index or 2 has a greater PSD than that of the nonoversized user with index or 5. The above remark implies that, if , then we have
By Remarks 3 and 4, we have the following alternative expressions of the optimal bandwidth allocation and the maximum sum rate. Recall that , defined in Lemma 3, is the number of nonundersized users in the system.
Remark 5: The optimal solution and the maximum sum rate formulas in Proposition 1 to Problem 4 also hold with the number of oversized users being replaced with the number of nonundersized users in the system. Proof: By Remark 3(a), the optimal bandwidth of a critically sized user, if exists, equals its bandwidth upper limit. Moreover, by Remark 4(a), the PSD of a critically sized user, if exists, equals that of the other nonoversized users. Thus, again by the method of componendo and dividendo, it can be shown that . Therefore, the conclusion follows. The following remark shows how the imposition of the upper limits affects the bandwidth allocation.
Remark 6: If there exists a nonoversized user in the optimal restricted FDMA system, then the bandwidth allocated to the nonoversized user is always greater than or equal to its due share of the bandwidth, where the equality holds if and only if there is no oversized user.
Proof: A sketch of the proof is as follows. Since there exists at least one nonoversized user, we have , which is divided into two cases of and . If , then the algorithm in Table I terminates in one iteration and the proportional-share allocation becomes optimal. Thus, the statement is trivially true.
If , then the first user is oversized and allocated a smaller bandwidth than its due share, i.e., , by the line 5 of the first iteration. Since , it leaves the remaining users in the user list a larger bandwidth than the sum of their due shares . So, in the line 3 of the second iteration, the computed due share of the bandwidth of each user in the user list becomes larger than the due share computed in the line 3 of the first iteration. There are two subcases to consider. For , the algorithm terminates after assigning the due shares to the users. Thus, the statement is true. For , the first user in the user list is allocated a smaller bandwidth than the due share computed in the line 3 of the second iteration and leaves the remaining users in the user list a larger bandwidth than the due share computed in the line 3 of the second iteration. In this way, the bandwidth left to the nonoversized users is always increasing as the iterations go on. We keep continuing this iteration until the algorithm terminates. Therefore, the conclusion follows.
From Remark 6, we have the following consequences, which will be used later to explain the properties of the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA system.
Remark 7: a) If there exists a critically sized user in the optimal restricted FDMA system, then its rate is always greater than or equal to its due rate, where the equality holds if and only if there is no oversized user. b) If there exist undersized users in the optimal restricted FDMA system, then the undersized users' sum rate is always greater than or equal to the sum of their due rates, where the equality holds if and only if there is no oversized user. c) If there exists an oversized user in the optimal restricted FDMA system, then the oversized users' sum rate is always less than the sum of their due rates. Proof: Note that is a monotone increasing function of and that a critically size user is also a nonoversized user. Thus, by Remark 6, we have Remark 7(a). Similarly, we can say the same as Remark 7(a) for each undersized user, which directly implies that the sum of the optimal bandwidths allocated to the undersized users is always greater than or equal to the sum of their due shares, where the equality holds if and only if there is no oversized user. Note that the sum rate of the undersized users is the second term in the right side of (30) with being replaced by . Thus, we have Remark 7(b) because is a monotone increasing function of . When there exists an oversized user, the sum of the optimal bandwidths allocated to the oversized users is always less than the sum of their due shares because the sum of the optimal bandwidths allocated to the nonoversized users is always greater than the sum of their due shares. Thus, we have Remark 7(c) because a smaller bandwidth implies a lower rate even if the proportional-share allocation scheme is applied among the oversized users.
Remarks 6 and 7(c) show that the imposition of, for example, equal upper limits mitigates the unfairness inherent in the sumrate maximization by reducing the sum rate of the strong-power oversized users, while increasing the sum rate of the nonoversized users. The next remark is on the necessary and sufficient condition for the optimal restricted FDMA system to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC.
Remark 8: The maximum sum rate (30) of the restricted FDMA system is upper bounded by the sum capacity of the MAC, i.e.,
where equality holds if and only if there is no oversized user, i.e., or, equivalently,
Proof: The constraint set of the restricted FDMA problem is a subset of that of the unrestricted FDMA problem. In addition, the unrestricted FDMA as one of the various multiple-access schemes has its sum rate upper bounded by the sum capacity of the MAC. Thus, we have (34a). It is well known [21] that the FDMA system achieves the sum capacity if and only if the bandwidths are allocated to all users by applying the proportional-share allocation scheme. Moreover, Table I shows that this occurs if and only if the first user is nonoversized, i.e., (34b) holds by Definition 6. By Lemma 2, there is no oversized user because the first user is not oversized. Therefore, the conclusion follows.
Although no direct link has been yet established between the definitions of the oversized users for the FDMA and for the single-code CDMA systems, a similar argument can be found in [11] , which says that the optimal overloaded single-code CDMA system achieves the sum capacity of the MAC if and only if there is no oversized user. In the next section, it will be shown that the above remark not only verbally parallels the argument in [11] but also successfully generalizes it to the multicode CDMA system.
Until now, we have been assuming that all users are active and have positive powers, i.e., . The following rather obvious remark, which is presented for the completeness of the argument, shows how to extend the results in this section to allow zero-power inactive users. This result along with the convention at , for all , in (16) will be used in the next section, where we return to the sum-rate maximization problem for the multicode CDMA system. To avoid a vacuous situation, it is assumed that at least one user has a positive power.
Remark 9: Suppose that there are users but only users are active. Then, is exactly the same as (29) for , while it can be any value satisfying
. Proof: Since the users are numbered in a nonincreasing order of the minimal PSDs, we have , and . Note that a zero-power inactive user does not increase the sum rate even when a positive bandwidth is allocated to the user. Thus, by simply ignoring the inactive users, we obtain as (29) for , which results in the maximum sum rate given by (30). If , then the inactive users have the remaining bandwidth at their disposal. Otherwise, no inactive user can be allocated a positive bandwidth at all. Therefore, we have (35).
By the simple substitutions of and with and , respectively, for all , all the frequency-domain arguments in this section can be straightforwardly converted to the time-domain arguments for the restricted TDMA system. It turns out in the next section that this equivalence between the optimal bandwidth allocation problem for the restricted FDMA system and the optimal duty-cycle allocation problem for the restricted TDMA system also extends to the optimal power distribution problem for the multicode CDMA system.
IV. MAXIMUM SUM RATE OF MULTICODE CDMA SYSTEMS
In this section, we completely characterize the maximum sum rate achievable by the multicode CDMA system considered in Section II. Given an upper limit on for each , we not only derive the maximum sum rate along with the jointly optimal power distribution and sequence design, but also find the maximum number of orthogonal signature sequences and the minimum number of signature sequences both with the maximum sum rate being still retained. To do so, first, a rather unconventional approach of the replace-and-switch method is applied to Problem 3. Then, the notions of FDMA-equivalent bandwidth and TDMA-equivalent duty-cycle are introduced to establish the equivalence of the optimal multicode CDMA system to the optimal restricted FDMA and TDMA systems. Throughout this section, we assume that the users are numbered in a nonincreasing order of , i.e.,
Extensions of the results in this section to symbol-asynchronous but chip-synchronous multicode CDMA system are straightforward.
A. Replace-and-Switch Method
Recall Problem 3 having the outer optimization over and the inner optimization over , which is one of two double-maximization forms of Problem 2. It is already discussed at the end of Section II that, though this form has a well-known inner optimization problem, the outer optimization problem is not mathematically tractable. The alternative double-maximization form having the outer optimization over and the inner one over may also be considered. However, it can be easily seen that this form does not even result in a simple or a known optimization problem for the inner optimization.
Instead of taking such direct double-maximization approaches, we take an indirect approach of replacing the inner optimization of Problem 3 with an equivalent one and then switching the order of the inner and the outer optimizations in the hope that it may convert the problem into a solvable one. This use of the replace-and-switch method is motivated by its success in solving the total power minimization problem in [25] , where the jointly optimal power allocation and signature waveform design are derived for a continuous-time band-limited single-code CDMA system that meets the asymmetric SINR requirements of users at the output of the linear minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) receivers.
To proceed, we define the signum function as for , for , and elsewhere.
(37)
As seen below, this function is used just to count the positive numbers among nonnegative numbers, though defined also for a negative argument.
Lemma 4: Given a feasible power matrix , the inner optimization problem of Problem 3 over results in the same sum rate as Problem 4 does for the restricted FDMA system, where the FDMA system has the total number of positive-power active and zero-power inactive FDMA users, the power of the th user, one-sided PSD of the AWGN, the equal bandwidth upper limit , and the total system bandwidth . Proof: Given satisfying and , the inner optimization problem in (12a) can be viewed as the sequence design problem for a single-code CDMA system considered in [11] , now having the number of active users equal to . Suppose that this number is not greater than the processing gain, i.e.,
. As shown in [11] , a complete orthogonalization of the signature sequences is possible in this case of a nonoverloaded CDMA system with virtual single-code users and, consequently, the maximum sum rate is given by . Note that the corresponding restricted FDMA system with parameters specified in this lemma has the sum of the bandwidth upper limits of the active FDMA users no greater than the total system bandwidth, i.e.,
. Thus, every active FDMA user is nonundersized by Definition 6 and the maximum sum rate becomes equal to that of this single-code CDMA system. Now, suppose that , i.e., the CDMA system with virtual single-code users is overloaded. As shown in [11] , we first need to identify the oversized single-code users in this case to compute the maximum sum rate. Note that the direct comparison of Definition 6 with the definition in [11, Eq. (6) ] reveals that the corresponding restricted FDMA system with parameters specified in this lemma has the oversized user classification rule in common with the single-code CDMA system. In addition, the direct comparison of (30) with the maximum sum rate in [11, Eq. (7) ] shows that the corresponding restricted FDMA system has the maximum sum rate in common with the single-code CDMA system. Therefore, the conclusion follows. Lemma 4 can be straightforwardly converted to the equivalence of the single-code CDMA system to the restricted TDMA system having equal upper limits on the duty cycles of users. This equivalence of the singlecode CDMA system to the restricted FDMA and TDMA systems will be further extended in the next sections to the equivalence of the multicode CDMA system to the restricted FDMA and TDMA systems possibly having unequal upper limits on the bandwidths and the duty cycles of users, respectively. Note that, since some of a feasible of the inner optimization in (12a) may be zero, it is now clear why the sum-rate maximization for the restricted FDMA and TDMA systems is extended at the end of Section III to include both active and inactive users.
In the proof of Lemma 4, we considered the CDMA system with number of active virtual single-code users equal to . These virtual single-code users can be classified as follows.
Definition 7: The active virtual single-code users of a multicode CDMA system are classified into oversized, critically sized, or undersized virtual single-code users, if the corresponding users of the equivalent restricted FDMA system with parameters specified in Lemma 4 are classified as such by Definition 6. The nonoversized and the nonundersized virtual single-code users are also similarly defined among the active virtual single-code users.
Note, as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 4, that this definition of the oversized virtual single-code user coincides with that of the oversized single-code user in [11] . Now, Lemma 4 allows us to replace the inner optimization problem of Problem 3 with the sum-rate maximization problem for the restricted FDMA system having the upper limit on the bandwidth of the th user as Problem 6:
Recall that, once at least the optimal solution to the outer optimization problem of Problem 6 is found somehow, the jointly optimal signature sequences can be straightforwardly identified and constructed by applying the results in [11] to solve the inner optimization problem of Problem 3. Notice, however, that this replacement of the inner optimization problem itself does not help at all yet in solving the outer optimization problem of Problem 6 over , because the inner optimization still returns the same objective function that is a highly nonlinear function of . Lemma 5: Problem 6 has the maximum sum rate and the optimal solution in common with Problem 7:
Proof: The constraints of the inner optimization problem of Problem 6 are not affected by the choice of . In addition, those of the outer optimization problem are not affected by the choice of . Thus, the optimal solution to Problem 6 does not change even if we switch the order of the inner and the outer optimization problems. Therefore, the conclusion follows.
As shown in the next sections, Problem 7 obtained by applying the simple trick of switching the order of the inner and the outer optimization problems of Problem 6 turns out to be solvable. Of course, Lemma 5 and Problem 7 as well as Definition 7 and Problem 6 can be restated in terms of the parameters of the restricted TDMA system having the upper limit on the duty cycle (40) of the th user.
B. FDMA-Equivalent Bandwidth and TDMA-Equivalent Duty Cycle
In the previous section, the equivalence of the optimal single-code CDMA system was established to the optimal restricted FDMA and TDMA systems, respectively, with equal upper limits on the bandwidths and the duty cycles of users. By using this equivalence, the replace-and-switch method successfully formulated Problem 7 that has the maximum sum rate and the optimal power distribution in common with Problem 3. In this section, we introduce the notions of FDMA-equivalent bandwidth and TDMA-equivalent duty cycle, and derive the optimal and for Problems 6 and 7. To proceed, we examine the inner optimization of Problem 7.
Lemma 6: Given a feasible solution to the outer optimization problem of Problem 7, the inner optimization problem has the optimal solution given by (41) for all and .
Proof: Straightforwardly, by applying the water-filling argument [21] to parallel AWGN channels with total power and channel bandwidths , for each . Recall the convention at , for all , in (16) . Then, (41) allows us to write the outer problem of Problem 7 as Problem 8:
which needs to be solved only for . Of course, Lemma 6 and Problem 8 can be restated in terms of the duty cycles of the equivalent restricted TDMA system with users having the equal upper limit on their duty cycles. To solve Problem 8, we introduce the following definitions. (45) where the number of nonundersized users can be replaced by the number of oversized users, both in the restricted FDMA system with power , bandwidth upper limit , and total system bandwidth . Proof: Since the objective function in (42a) is a function only of the FDMA-equivalent bandwidths, the constraint set can be partitioned for local searches into the subsets of feasible solutions having the common profile of . Moreover, the constraint (42b) implies (46) Thus, (43) and (46) can be imposed on Problem 8 as additional constraints without altering the maximum sum rate and the set of the optimal solutions. Consequently, Problem 8 can be rewritten in a double maximization form given by Problem 9:
By comparing the inner optimization problem of Problem 9 with Problem 4, we straightforwardly see that the results in Proposition 1 or, equivalently, those in Remark 5 can be immediately used to obtain as Proposition 2 by replacing the parameters and with and , respectively. Once is found for all , the optimal solution can be obtained by solving the outer optimization problem of Problem 9, which is just a simple feasibility test to check the membership to the set defined in (44). Therefore, the conclusion follows.
In Proposition 2, we found the optimal FDMA-equivalent bandwidths of the multicode users by solving the corresponding restricted FDMA problem. Henceforth, the multicode users will be classified as follows in a similar way to the virtual singlecode users.
Definition 9: The users of the multicode CDMA system are classified into oversized, critically sized, or undersized multicode users, if the corresponding users of the restricted FDMA system with power , bandwidth upper limit , and total system bandwidth are classified as such by Definition 6, i.e., the th user is tested by the rule (48a) and classified as (48b) Recall that the oversized users of an overloaded single-code CDMA system are defined as the relatively strong-power users satisfying the conditions in [11, Eq. (5) ] and, equivalently, those in [12, Eq. (21) ]. It can be easily seen that these conditions are the same as the condition in Definition 9 if is replaced by 1 for all . Moreover, Definition 9 works for all system loading condition, while the conditions [11, Eq. (5) ] and [12, Eq. (21) ] for the single-code CDMA system do not always work due to division by zero. Also recall that the corresponding oversized users of the optimal restricted FDMA system are allocated their bandwidth upper limits and have greater PSDs than nonoversized users. This is because, if the th user is oversized, its due share of the bandwidth computed in the line 3 of the th iteration in Table I is greater than its bandwidth upper limit. In this way, Definition 9 successfully generalizes the definition of the oversized user for the single-code system to the user classification rule for the multicode CDMA system and provides it a physical meaning in terms of the parameters of the equivalent FDMA system.
Note that (44) allows freedom in choosing only for the nonundersized multicode users with because for such users. Once a feasible optimal solution is found by using Proposition 2, the optimal solution to the inner and, equivalently, the outer optimization problems of Problems 6 and 7, respectively, can be found by Lemma 6. Thus, combined with the results in [11] , Proposition 2 eventually leads to the optimal solution to Problem 3 as presented in the next section. Of course, all the results in this section can be restated in terms of the parameters of the equivalent TDMA system.
C. Optimal System and Its Properties
In this section, we present the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA system and examine its properties. First, we establish the equivalence of the optimal multicode CDMA system to the optimal restricted FDMA system and, then, present the necessary and sufficient condition for an optimal multicode system to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC. Throughout this section, the equivalence to the optimal restricted FDMA system is solely utilized just for simplicity, though (23) says that the same arguments can be made by using the equivalence to the optimal restricted TDMA system. In what follows (49) denotes the upper-limit profile on the numbers of multicodes of users.
Theorem 1: The maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system with power profile , upper-limit profile , processing gain , and variance per dimension of the AWGN is equal to that of the restricted FDMA system with power profile , bandwidth-constraint profile , total system bandwidth , and one-sided PSD of the AWGN, i.e.,
where the equality also holds with the number of nonundersized users being replaced by the number of oversized users in the system.
Proof: Since the outer optimization problem of Problem 9 is a feasibility test, the maximum sum rate can be found just by solving the inner optimization problem of Problem 9. Thus, by Propositions 1, 2, and Remark 5, we have (50a) and (50b). Therefore, the conclusion follows.
Theorem 1 combined with the inner optimization problem of Problem 9 shows that limiting the numbers of multicodes of users in CDMA corresponds to imposing the upper limits on the bandwidths of users in FDMA. Recall that the unrestricted FDMA having only the total bandwidth constraint maximizes the sum rate by assigning each user the bandwidth that is proportional to its signal power, which implies a more bandwidth to a stronger-power user [21] . Thus, the above equivalence shows that the CDMA is a multiple-access scheme that mitigates the unfairness inherent in the sum-rate maximization by imposing upper limits on the FDMA-equivalent bandwidths of users.
Theorem 2: The maximum sum rate (50a) of the multicode CDMA system is upper bounded by the sum capacity of the MAC, i.e.,
(51a)
where equality holds if and only if there is no oversized multicode user, i.e., or, equivalently,
(51b)
Proof: Straightforward by Remark 8 and Theorem 1. Especially, for the single-code CDMA system, i.e., for , the condition (51b) simplifies to (52) which is identical to the necessary and sufficient condition derived in [11] for the optimal single-code CDMA system to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC by having no oversized user. Note that (52) implies . Thus, for (52) to hold, it is necessary that the system is not underloaded, i.e., the number of active users must be no less than the processing gain. On the contrary, note that (51b) implies by the assumption (36). Thus, for (51b) to hold, it is necessary that the total sum of the upper limits on the number of multicodes of the active users is just no less than the processing gain, which includes the cases of nonunderloaded systems. So, the necessary and sufficient condition is successfully extended to the multicode CDMA system by Theorem 2, saying that the sum capacity of the MAC is achieved, regardless of the system loading, if and only if the first user and, consequently by Lemma 2, every user is a nonoversized multicode user. This implies that the multicode CDMA is better suited than the single-code CDMA in that it may achieve a higher sum rate and even be an optimal multiple-access scheme for underloaded systems by properly choosing the upper limits on the numbers of multicodes of users.
Divided by , the left side of (51b) is nothing but the due share of the bandwidth to the first user of the equivalent FDMA system, and the right side is the first user's bandwidth upper limit. If the inequality in (51b) holds, then the equivalent restricted FDMA system achieves the sum capacity of the MAC by having a flat PSD for each user and equal PSDs for all users. Otherwise, the presence of an oversized user in the restricted FDMA system makes the PSD no longer flat, which leads to an inefficient utilization of the system bandwidth compared to the proportional-share allocation scheme that achieves the sum capacity of the MAC. Thus, Theorem 2 implies that, if the upper limits are chosen relatively large then, though the sum capacity may be achievable, it becomes possible for a small group of strong-power multicode users to occupy most of the total FDMA-equivalent bandwidth due to the nature of the proportional-share bandwidth allocation. If the upper limits are chosen relatively small, which is the case with the single-code system, then fairness among users may be increased at the cost of the maximum sum rate falling short of the sum capacity of the MAC.
Second, we present the optimal power distribution that achieves the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system jointly with the optimal signature sequences that will be presented next.
Theorem 3: The optimal power distribution for the th multicode user is given by for , for ,
for each , so that the optimal number of active data streams is given by for ,
where and , for , are found as described in Proposition 2.
Proof: From the iterative algorithm in Table I , we can easily see that the th multicode user with always has . By substituting and into (41) in Lemma 6, we have , which leads to . In particular, (44) and (45) in Proposition 2 imply that, for ,
and (54b) Therefore, we have the conclusion. Again by the method of componendo and dividendo, it can be shown that Theorem 3 holds with being replaced by . This theorem shows that, if the th user is oversized or critically sized, an optimal multicode CDMA system equally distributes to its all data streams, i.e., , for . However, if the th user is undersized with , an optimal multicode CDMA system has no unique power distribution and, consequently, no unique number of active data streams in general. So, it becomes of interest to find a simple form among all optimal power distributions that can maximize the sum rate jointly with the optimal sequences. The following remark shows that the equal distribution of each user's power to its multiple data streams is not only the unique optimal distribution for the nonundersized multicode users but also an optimal distribution for the undersized multicode users.
Remark 10: The equal distribution of the th user's power to its all data streams for all , i.e.,
and (55b) can achieve the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system. Proof: Given the optimal FDMA-equivalent bandwidths , consider the equal-bandwidth allocation of to , given by . Then, it can be easily verified that this allocation satisfies the conditions in (44). Thus, it is an optimal allocation by Proposition 2. By (53a), this equal-bandwidth allocation leads to the equal-power distribution (55a). Therefore, the conclusion follows. Third, we present the optimal signature sequences that achieve the maximum sum rate of the multicode CDMA system jointly with the optimal power distribution that is just presented. As mentioned earlier, once an optimal power distribution is found, the inner optimization problem of Problem 3 can be viewed as the sequence design problem for a CDMA system with virtual single-code users. Thus, the results in [11] can be directly used to identify and construct the optimal signature sequences, which will yield orthogonal sequences for oversized virtual single-code users and GWBE sequences for nonoversized virtual single-code users. However, unlike [11] , we have introduced the notions of critically sized users in this paper. This separation of the critically sized users and the undersized users enables us to better design the system as shown below.
Theorem 4: The optimal signature sequences are given by for for (56) where is the set of all virtual single-code user indexes such that the th virtual single-code user with power is nonundersized, is the -bymatrix consisting of the norm-and length-orthogonal basis vectors of the orthogonal complement of the span of , the sequences satisfying and are arbitrary length-sequences, and the sequences satisfying and are the length-GWBE sequences [13] such that
where denotes the cardinality of the set and the identity matrix is of size . Proof: Given an optimal power matrix , the inner optimization problem in (12a) becomes the sequence design problem for the single-code CDMA system considered in [11] , now having the number of active users equal to . If this number is not greater than the processing gain, i.e., , then, as shown in [11] , a complete orthogonalization of the signature sequences is possible for this nonoverloaded system with virtual single-code users. Since the corresponding restricted FDMA system with the specified parameters has the sum of the bandwidth upper limits of the active users no greater than the total bandwidth, i.e., , every active virtual single-code user is nonundersized. Thus, for all , which makes the code design in (56) lead to orthogonal signature sequences, which coincides with the result in [11] just mentioned. On the other hand, if , then the inner optimization problem of Problem 3 becomes the sequence design problem for the overloaded single-code CDMA system. Again, the optimal signature sequences for the active virtual single-code users can be identified and constructed by using the results in [11] , which can be rewritten as (56) and (57) for the multicode system except that is replaced by the set of all oversized virtual single-code user indexes. To show that can be used instead of , let be the user index of a critically sized virtual single-code user and choose any orthogonal matrix , of which the first column is proportional to the GWBE signature sequence of the th user constructed as described in (56) and (57) with being replaced by . By pre-and postmultiplying and , respectively, to (57), we have
where (58b) comes from Remark 4(a) and the method of componendo and dividendo that imply . Thus, the signature sequence of the th user is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by those of the remaining nonoversized virtual single-code users. Moreover, the th entry of the block matrix in (58b) shows that GWBE sequences are optimal as the signature sequences of the remaining virtual single-code users. Obviously, this procedure can be repeated until every critically sized virtual single-code user is allocated an orthogonal sequence. Therefore, the conclusion follows.
Here follows a simple consequence of this theorem. Remark 11: If the th user is a nonundersized multicode user, i.e., , then it is always allocated orthogonal sequences.
Proof: By (54a) and (54b) in the proof of Theorem 3, the th user for has virtual single-code users with . Then, the equivalence of the restricted FDMA system with equal bandwidth upper limit to the CDMA system with virtual single-code users implies that . Therefore, by Theorem 4, the conclusion follows.
Note that each of the virtual single-code users of the oversized and the critically sized multicode users has the equal optimal FDMA-equivalent bandwidth of , which results in the information rate in (50b) of such a virtual single-code user given by , where we used in (53a). In other words, a virtual single-code user of a critically sized multicode user occupies the same amount of signal dimension as that of an oversized multicode user does. This explains why the critically sized virtual single-code users are also allocated orthogonal sequences as the oversized virtual single-code users.
A caution needs to be paid to the information rate of an undersized virtual single-code user. As pointed out in [15] , the individual information rate of a single-code user that is allocated a GWBE sequence may not be uniquely determined. This is because, though the maximum sum rate is uniquely determined, the sum rate of such users can be maximized by various combinations of time sharing or rate splitting combined with superposition encoding and successive interference cancelation decoding [19] , [20] , which results in the different rate profiles of the users. For the same reason, though the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth of a nonundersized virtual single-code user is the signal dimension actually allocated to the user, that of an undersized virtual single-code user is not.
Remark 11 says that every virtual single-code user of an nonundersized multicode user is allocated an orthogonal sequence but not the truth of the converse. The next result shows that even some virtual single-code users of an undersized multicode user can be allocated orthogonal sequences.
Fourth, we find the maximum number of orthogonal signature sequences to satisfy the constraint on for all and, at the same time, retain the maximum sum rate. Recall that, as mentioned in Section II, this maximization may contribute to reducing the system complexity. According to [11] , the GWBE sequences are allocated to the nonoversized single-code users, where it is not pointed out that a set of GWBE sequences may include an orthogonal sequence. Now, Remark 11 says that, in the single-code CDMA system, the use of nonorthogonal GWBE sequences is actually limited only to the undersized users because the GWBE sequences for the critically sized single-code users are all orthogonal sequences. Of course, Remark 11 does not imply that, in the multicode CDMA system, every signature sequence of an undersized multicode user is a nonorthogonal GWBE sequence. Rather, the use of nonorthogonal GWBE sequences can be further limited. In other words, as the following result shows, the number of orthogonal sequences can be further increased.
Theorem 5: The maximum of the number of active orthogonal signature sequences of the th multicode user to still retain the maximum sum rate is given by for for (59) where denotes the flooring operation. Proof: If the th multicode user is oversized or critically sized, then its all data streams are transmitted by using orthogonal sequences, as shown in Remark 11. Thus, . If the th multicode user is undersized, then the equivalence of the CDMA system with virtual single-code users to the restricted FDMA system with equal bandwidth upper limit implies that its th data stream is transmitted by using an orthogonal signature sequence if . Thus, . Since the optimal FDMA-equivalent bandwidth of the th multicode user is given by (45), we have the conclusion.
In other words, Theorem 5 says that all the virtual single-code users of the nonundersized multicode users are allocated orthogonal signature sequences, while some virtual single-code users of the undersized multicode users can be allocated orthogonal signature sequences. This result may be alternatively explained by using the properties of the PSDs of users in the equivalent restricted FDMA system. By Remark 4(a), all the critically sized and the undersized multicode users have the optimal PSDs equal among the corresponding users in the equivalent restricted FDMA system. In addition, all the virtual single-code users of a critically sized multicode user that are allocated orthogonal sequences have the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth . Suppose that there is a virtual single-code user of an undersized multicode user having the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth . Since it is not distinguishable in terms of the PSD and the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth from a virtual single-code user of a critically sized multicode user, it is no wonder why it is also allocated an orthogonal signature sequence.
Note that the equal-power distribution of Remark 10 minimizes the number of orthogonal sequences. This is because it makes the th user for , have data streams satisfying , for , which leads to no orthogonal sequences for undersized multicode users.
Fifth, we find the minimum number of active signature sequences for each multicode user to still retain the maximum sum rate. Though simple, the equal-power distribution of Remark 10 is definitely not a desirable solution as long as the complexity of the transmitters and the receiver is concerned, because it maximizes the number of active signature sequences. In addition, even the maximization of the number of orthogonal sequences in Theorem 5 may still leave freedom in choosing the number of virtual single-code users for undersized multicode users. This is because, even after virtual single-code users are each allocated the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth of , the remaining FDMA-equivalent bandwidth can be arbitrarily distributed to the rest virtual single-code users. Thus, it becomes of interest to investigate the problem of minimizing the number of active signature sequences.
Theorem 6: The minimum number of active signature sequences of the th multicode user to still retain the maximum sum rate is given by for for (60) where denotes the ceiling operation. Proof: For the oversized and the critically sized multicode users, we always have , as shown in Theorem 3. Thus, . For the undersized users, we always have , as shown in Remark 3(b). By the condition (44), the minimum number of nonzero of the th user of the equivalent FDMA system is given by . Due to the equivalence in Theorem 1, this number is the same as the minimum number of the active signature sequences of the th user of the multicode CDMA system. Since the optimal FDMA-equivalent bandwidth of the th multicode user is given by (45), we have the conclusion.
By using any that satisfies both the optimality condition in (44) and the condition , to have the minimum numbers of multicodes of users, the optimal power distribution can be obtained again as (53a) in Theorem 3. Recall that this freedom in choosing applies only to the undersized multicode users, because the nonundersized multicode users have the unique optimal power distribution that results in , and orthogonal signature sequences.
Note that the maximum number of orthogonal signature sequences and the minimum number of signature sequences can be achieved simultaneously by allocating orthogonal codes to each undersized multicode user. In this case, the number of nonorthogonal GWBE sequences allocated to an undersized multicode user becomes or 1. This implies that the total minimum number of nonorthogonal GWBE sequences is upper bounded by . This also implies that, interestingly, an undersized multicode user may not have any nonorthogonal GWBE sequence but only orthogonal sequences if . Consequently, the multicode CDMA system with undersized multicode users may only have orthogonal sequences if . Finally, unlike the minimization in Theorem 6 of the number of signature sequences given the power and the upper-limit profile of users, we may consider the minimization of the upper limits on the number of multicodes, subject to the achievement of the sum capacity of the MAC.
Remark 12: The minimal 5 of the upper-limit profiles on the numbers of multicodes of users to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC has the th entry given by
for . Proof: Given any pair of the processing gain and the power profile of users, we can always find with finite entries such that (62) Note that if satisfies (62), while otherwise. Thus, for any such , there is no oversized user by Definition 9, i.e., , and the FDMA-equivalent bandwidth of the optimal multicode system is given by , by Proposition 2. On the other hand, by (45) and (60), we have , and . Thus, we can rewrite (60) simply as , in this case. Therefore, the conclusion follows.
By (61), the total minimum number of multicodes required to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC can always be upper bounded as (63) regardless of the power profile of users, where we used . Note that this upper bound coincides with that in [15, Lemma 5] , where it is shown that the upper bound on the total minimum number of multicodes is to have no oversized users regardless of the rate profile of users in minimizing the sum power. Unlike the result in [15, Lemma 5] , we have derived this upper bound without assuming the equalpower distribution to the virtual single-code users of a multicode user.
Note that it is not necessary for a multicode CDMA system to be critically loaded or overloaded in order to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC. This is because there exists an upperlimit profile that satisfies (62) as long as total of at least multicodes are allowed, even when the system is underloaded, which may be a more interesting system loading condition in some applications. Thus, this finiteness of the upper bound shows that the suboptimality of the CDMA as a multiple-access scheme is due only to the excessive restriction on the numbers of multicodes and that it can always be overcome by a bounded system complexity.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we provide numerical results and compare the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA system with the multicode CDMA system having random signature sequences.
A. Sum-Rate Optimal Multicode CDMA System
The first numerical result is to illustrate how the bandwidths and the PSDs of users in the equivalent FDMA system are updated as the algorithm in Table I iterates. We reuse Fig. 1 in Section III-D originally for an FDMA system, now for a multicode CDMA system. In this numerical result, there are five users with processing gain 8, power profile , and upper-limit profile , which results in the same , , and as Example 1 does. Note from Fig. 1 (c) that a nonoversized user has the tentatively allocated bandwidth greater than that in the first iteration and, consequently, its user PSD has become smaller. Note from Fig. 1(e) that a nonoversized user has the allocated bandwidth greater than that in the second iteration and, consequently, its user PSD has become smaller. In addition, the discussions in Examples 2 and 3 also apply to this numerical result.
The second numerical result compares the total sum rate and the sum rates of the oversized, the critically sized, and the undersized users of the restricted multicode CDMA system in Fig. 1(e) against those of the unrestricted CDMA system in Fig. 1(a) . The sum rates of the oversized, the critically sized, Fig. 2 . Comparison of the sum rates of the users of the unrestricted system of Fig. 1(a) and those in the restricted multicode CDMA system of Fig. 1(e ). and the undersized users of the unrestricted multicode CDMA system are, respectively, the summations of the rates of the corresponding users of the restricted system. We can see from Fig. 2 that the imposition of the equal upper limits mitigates the unfairness inherent in the sum-rate maximization in the sense that that the sum rate of the undersized users is also increased, the rate of the critically sized user is increased, but that the sum rate of the oversized users is decreased, as shown in Remark 7. We can also see that a decrease in the total sum rate is unavoidable, as shown in Theorem 2 and, equivalently, in Remark 8, in order to improve the fairness.
The third numerical result shows the sum rate of the restricted multicode CDMA system as a function of the upper limit on the number of multicodes. For simplicity, we consider three cases of system loading with , and 160, and , where the th user has the upper limit on the number of multicodes and the power that leads to
[dB] for all . Fig. 3 shows both the sum rates of the three restricted multicode CDMA systems that are evaluated by using the formula in Theorem 1 and the sum rates of the three corresponding unrestricted multicode CDMA systems that are evaluated by using the formula in (18) . In [10] , it is shown that a single-code CDMA system with symmetric-power users achieves the sum capacity of the MAC if and only if the system is overloaded or critically loaded. Thus, for low such as state-of-the-art CDMA [17] , the maximum sum rate of a single-code CDMA system falls short of the sum capacity, which we can see from Fig. 3 with and . However, even for low , the sum rate of the multicode systems increase as increases and eventually becomes equal to the sum capacity. For , the necessary and sufficient condition to achieve the sum capacity of the MAC in Theorem 2 is met by the multicode CDMA system with symmetric-power users. Note that the system with a heavier loading achieves a higher sum capacity because the more the symmetric-power users the larger the total system power.
The above arguments are justified with the help of Remark 10, which shows that the equal distribution of each user's power to its multiple data streams is optimal. Thus, when the upper limits are equal to for all , a multicode CDMA system with symmetric-power users can be replaced by a CDMA system with symmetric-power virtual single-code users as long as the maximum sum rate is concerned. Since the CDMA system with symmetric-power virtual single-code users has the system loading , the sum rate increases for by allocating orthogonal sequences and becomes equal to the sum capacity of the MAC for by allocating WBE sequences. Although this approach much straightforwardly explains the behavior of the optimal sum rate as a function of , the use of WBE sequences is not the only optimal way to design a sum-rate optimal system. As mentioned immediately after Theorem 5, even an undersized multicode user may have orthogonal sequences, which comes from an optimal unequal distribution of each user's power to its multiple data streams. This complexity issue is discussed in the next result.
The fourth numerical result shows the total number of signature sequences and the number of orthogonal signature sequences of the highest and the lowest complexity restricted multicode CDMA systems having the parameters in common with Fig. 3 . The highest complexity system is the system considered in Remark 10, where each user has the same power , and distributes it equally to all available data streams of each user. This system has the highest complexity in the sense that the total number of signature sequences is maximized as but the number of orthogonal sequences is minimized as for , among all optimal multicode CDMA systems. The lowest complexity system is the system considered in Theorems 5 and 6, which maximizes the number of orthogonal codes and at the same time minimizes the total number of multicodes, among all optimal multicode CDMA systems. We can see from Fig. 4 that, for , the highest-and the lowest complexity systems have the same total numbers of signature sequences and the same numbers of orthogonal sequences. This is because all the multicode users of an optimal multicode CDMA system are nonundersized in this case by Definition 9, which makes all the optimal systems have , by Remark 11. We can also see that the portion of the complexity reduction obtained from a large number of orthogonal sequences vanishes only for the system loading because the lowest complexity system with the minimum number of signature sequences also has .
B. Comparison to Multicode CDMA System Having Random Signature Sequences
In this section, we discuss the spectral efficiency of multicode CDMA systems that have jointly sum rate-optimal power distribution and signature sequences. In particular, we compare the spectral efficiency to that of the CDMA systems in [16] - [18] that have random signature sequences. In [17] , the spectral efficiency of the single-code CDMA system with symmetric-power users is derived for the cases that use random signature sequences and the optimal encoder-decoder pair. A closed-form spectral efficiency as a function of , , and the bit energy per noise density is difficult to find, so an asymptotic analysis later named large system analysis is performed by letting and tend to infinity with being fixed. In [18] , this result is extended to single-code CDMA systems in which users have i.i.d. flat-fading channels. In [16] , these results are extended to multicode CDMA systems with i.i.d. flat-fading or frequency-selective fading channel for each multicode user. However, due to the difficulty in computing the spectral efficiency with a large number of multicode users, cases with a small number of multicode users or with a large number of single-code users are only considered in [16] .
In Section IV, we derived the sum rate of the multicode CDMA system with asymmetric-power users when upper limits are imposed on the numbers of multicodes of users and the jointly optimal signature sequences and encoder-decoder pairs are employed. To compare with the results in [17] , we only consider cases with symmetric-power users, equal upper limits, and no channel fading. 
in (66) can be rewritten as , for , and , elsewhere. Therefore, by using (65), we have (64).
Given , the spectral efficiency in (64) of the sum-rate optimal multicode CDMA system with symmetric-power users is a function of only , , and through effective system loading . Thus, systems with different triples have the same performance if their are the same, so the asymptotic analysis done in [17] is not necessary.
In Fig. 5 , the spectral efficiency in (64) is compared with the spectral efficiency of single-and multicode CDMA systems having random signature sequences. The unrestricted multicode CDMA system having no upper limits always achieves the spectral efficiency of the optimal single-user system. Single-and multicode systems that have sum-rate optimal sequences have spectral efficiency that increases linearly for by using orthogonal sequences, while achieving elsewhere by using orthogonal, WBE, GWBE sequences, or some combinations, depending on the power distribution. As increases, the range of the system loading increases on which the system optimally utilizes the spectrum. The spectral efficiency of a single-code CDMA system having random sequences is obtained by using the result in [17] , whereas that of a multicode CDMA system having random sequences is obtained by scaling the spectral efficiency of the single-code system under the assumption that every data stream has the same power. Obviously, given and , the sum-rate optimal CDMA system always outperforms the CDMA system having random sequences. Particularly, the performance gap is maximized at , i.e., when the effective system loading is critical, which extends the result in [17] obtained for single-code systems. The spectral efficiency of the single-code system having random sequences approaches as tends to infinity [17] . Increasing the value of in the multicode CDMA system having random sequences corresponds to increasing the system loading of the virtual single-code user CDMA system having random sequences. Thus, as we can see from Fig. 5 , the spectral efficiency of the multicode system having random sequences approaches the spectral efficiency of the optimal single-user system, as the number of multicodes per user increases.
In Fig. 6 , the spectral efficiency in (64) is also compared with the spectral efficiency of the single-and multicode CDMA systems having random signature sequences when asymmetricpower users are present. The spectral efficiency of the singlecode CDMA system having random sequences is derived by using a large system analysis, when each single-code user has an i.i.d. flat-fading channel [18] . We adopt this result now with Rayleigh flat-fading channel for the single-code CDMA system. However, this result cannot be used to obtain the spectral efficiency of the multicode CDMA system having random sequences because the multiple data streams of each multicode user do not suffer from i.i.d. fading channels but from the same fading channel. In [16] , the spectral efficiency of the multicode CDMA system having random sequences or the so-called isometric sequences 6 is derived again by using a large system analysis, when each multicode user has an i.i.d. flat-fading channel or a frequency-selective fading channel. However, this large system analysis is applicable only when and tend to infinity with being kept constant, and is not applicable when systems have a large number of multicode users. Thus, instead of performing a large system analysis, the spectral efficiency of the multicode CDMA system having random sequences in Fig. 6 is obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations with i.i.d. exponential random numbers per run as the powers of the multicode users that suffer Rayleigh flat fading. To obtain the spectral efficiency of the sum-rate optimal restricted multicode CDMA system, the sum-rate formula (50a) is converted to a form suitable to describe bandpass signaling or, equivalently, complex-baseband signaling, and the same method is used for each simulation run. The performance of the unrestricted multicode CDMA system is computed by numerical integration using the probability density functions [26] of the sum of i.i.d. exponential random variables. In Fig. 6 , spectral efficiencies are compared at the average bit energy per noise density of 10 dB. Similar to Fig. 5 , the spectral efficiency improves as increases, and the sum-rate optimal CDMA system outperforms the CDMA system having random sequences. The same result is obtained when isometric sequences are used, but it is not presented. In contrast to Fig. 5, for , the sum-rate optimal restricted multicode CDMA system has lower spectral efficiency than the unrestricted multicode CDMA system. This is because the probability that at least one oversized multicode user exists is not zero even if the effective system loading is greater than or equal to the unity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have completely characterized the maximum sum rate of a multicode CDMA system with upper limits on the number of multicodes of users. We showed that the maximum sum rate is the same as those of the equivalent restricted FDMA system with upper limits on the bandwidths, and TDMA system with upper limits on the duty cycles of users. This equivalence greatly enhances our understanding of the sum-rate optimal restricted multicode systems by using, e.g., the optimal bandwidth allocation and the corresponding PSDs of users in the equivalent restricted FDMA systems. We derived the optimal distribution scheme of each user's power to multiple data streams that maximizes the sum rate jointly with the optimal signature sequences. We showed that the restricted multicode CDMA is a multiple-access scheme that trades off the maximum sum rate with the fairness among the users by imposing a different upper limit profile on the number of multicodes of users. APPENDIX A) Proof of Lemma 1: Let be a feasible solution to Problem 1. If we find an orthogonal matrix and a diagonal matrix by using the orthogonal eigen-decomposition of such that then the signal correlation matrix of the th multicode user can be rewritten as To make every column of have norm , we define and as and with being the th diagonal entry of . Then, can be rewritten as , where and . Thus, if we define and , then the correlation matrix of the signal component in the objective function (8a) can be rewritten as where now consists of column vectors of norm and is diagonal with nonnegative entries. Therefore, the conclusion follows.
B) Proof of Lemma 2: First, we show that defined in (26) satisfies (68a) and (68b)
i.e., if the th user is oversized then every user having a smaller user index is also oversized, while if the th user is nonoversized then every user having a bigger index is nonoversized too. To see this, assume . For , Definition 6 implies , (25) where and are the dual variables. Note that we use the natural logarithmic function just for convenience because any positive scaling of the objective function does not affect the solution. Then, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [22] for Problem 4 are given by
where the stationarity condition is in (70a); the primal feasibility conditions are in (70b); the dual feasibility conditions are in (70c); and the complementary slackness conditions are in (70d). Let be defined as
The positivity of the denominator in (71) will be shown soon. Now, the optimal solution (29) can be rewritten as and . Thus, can be interpreted as the common PSD of nonoversized users, if exist. Then, the claim is that and given by (72a) (72b)
